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Abstract—Due to the rise in popularity of video sharing
websites, video streaming services, and social networking services,
people daily watch many videos on the web. However, viewers do
not commonly access their video viewing history for the purpose
of self-reflection and self-representation. A previous research
addressed the issue of creating visual mementos, or visualizations
to be kept as reminders of life experiences from personal digital
data. As a new application of the research, in this paper we
present a system named rewind, through which users can create
visual mementos of their web video viewing experiences to
reminisce about and share. The system rewind provides two
kinds of visualizations: MapView (2D) and TubeView (3D), both
of which are intended to visualize the YouTube video viewing
history of a single user by giving plausible meanings to the size
and position of thumbnails and directed links between them.
These visualizations remind users of their interests and viewing
preferences hidden in the watch history. The user interface of
rewind is designed with designated visual exploration functions
according to Shneiderman’s Visual Information Seeking Mantra.
We also employed an anamorphosis-based, naked-eye 3D display
technique in order for TubeView to build an immersive environment for facilitating self-reflection. In addition, the system
rewind provides the functionalities that are necessary in a visual
memento creation tool to express subjectivity toward the past
and to share visual mementos with others while hiding sensitive
information.
Index Terms—Information visualization, memories, personal
visualization, video viewing history, visual memento

I. I NTRODUCTION
Due to the increase in the use of video sharing websites
and video streaming services, and social networking services,
watching videos on the Internet has become a big part of our
daily lives. Since we can find numerous attractive videos on a
wide range of topics, we are likely to enjoy watching videos
one after another for hours.
Although online video platforms have been taking advantage of users’ viewing histories for personalizing video
recommendations and advertising, users themselves do not
commonly utilize such viewing histories for finding its implications, reminiscing, and sharing with their friends. For
example, most major online platforms adopted simple watch
history interfaces, as shown in Figure 1, where thumbnails and
video titles are just serialized in reverse chronological order.
Effective visualization of video viewing history for the users’
self-reflection has been unexplored.
Nevertheless, Thudt et al. [1] discussed visualizing digital
capture of aspects of our life for self-reflection and selfrepresentation. They proposed the creation of a visual memento
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from lifelog data as a new application area for visualization.
They developed a system called visits, on which users can load
their personal GPS movement data and build their own visual
mementos. Now that we watch videos online so regularly, it
can be argued that online video consumption is already one
of the notable aspects of our lives. Therefore, online video
viewing history is a promising target for the attempt at creating
visual mementos from personal digital histories.
Inspired by Thudt et al. [1], in this paper we present a
new system named rewind, through which users can create a
specific kind of visual mementos using two styles of visualizations: MapView (2D) and TubeView (3D), both of which
enable them to reminisce about their own web video viewing
experiences and to realize their interests and viewing trends
revealed in the watch history.
Although it is ideal to use viewing history on any online
video platforms, we herein targeted only the viewing history
data on YouTube as the first step of our research. Figure
2 shows the current interface of rewind, where both the
MapView and TubeView give plausible meanings to the size
and position of thumbnails and the directed links between
them. MapView focuses on reminding the users of their
temporal changes of interest by drawing the movement in
a video content map, while TubeView reveals which videos
were viewed with a consistent interest over an extended period
and which videos were watched with an inconsistent interest.
TubeView also exploits the depth axis to remind the users
of the time intervals of each viewing. The user interface of
rewind is designed with visual exploration features according
to Shneiderman’s Visual Information Seeking Mantra. We also
attempted to rely on an anamorphosis-based, naked-eye 3D
display technique so that TubeView allows users to reflect on
their past more immersively.
After the users explore their viewing history, rewind also
enables them to create visual mementos by expressing their
interpretations of their viewing histories with flexible size and
positions of the thumbnails. Rewind also makes it possible for
them to share the visual mementos with other people while
hiding sensitive viewing history.
The main contributions of this paper are three-hold, namely:
1) Targeting web video viewing history as a new application of the visual memento;
2) Embodying design challenges for creating visual mementos of viewing histories; and
3) Prototyping rewind as a fully functional visualization
system for acquisition of insights from the history data.

Fig. 1. Examples of watch history lists
adopted by common video sharing websites and video streaming services.

(a) MapView

(b) TubeView

Fig. 2. The user interface of rewind.

II. R ELATED W ORK
Limited research has been conducted on the design of video
viewing history visualizations, while there are known studies
on the visualization of a single video [2], [3]. In this section,
we start with an overview of the previous work that triggered
the present research and then refer to another research project
on how to efficiently manage the video watch history. Finally,
we introduce a unique visualization layout for music video
browsing on the web and visualization of other kinds of large
collection.
A. Visual Memento
Thudt et al. [1] proposed visualization of digital information
about one’s life for self-reflection and self-representation.
Mementos are objects kept as reminders of people, places, and
experiences. They carry personally symbolic meaning and can
be used to reflect on the past or share memories privately. The
authors introduced the creation of visual mementos as a new
application area for visualization. They outlined the purposes
of visual mementos: reminiscing and sharing of personal
experiences. In addition, they identified design challenges for
visual mementos: evoking familiarity, expressing subjectivity,
and obscuring sensitive data. They developed and deployed
the online service called visits, through which we can create
visual mementos in relation to our GPS movement data.
In our research, we substantially referred to the concept of
visual memento and applied the concept to a different kind of
personal data—web video viewing history, which reflects our
life as daily movement data does.
B. Management of Video Viewing History
Al-Hajiri et al. [4] investigated a new interface that provides
users with intuitive access and management of video watch
history. They proposed video timeline and video tiles, both
of which are more effective to manage the large quantity of
videos than the commonly employed list-based representation
of videos visited. The two views include information on highlevel actions, such as play, pause, and skip. In the two views,
thumbnails of segments of videos are placed so as to utilize the
screen space as effectively as possible. The size of a thumbnail
indicates heuristics, such as how often the segment of the video
has been viewed with its duration.

We incorporated the idea into rewind, although the visualization layouts of video tiles and video timeline are still
simple, and there is more room for further improvement.
C. Visual Exploration of Next Videos
AIST in Japan developed the service called Songrium
[5], which visualizes the relationship between music videos
on Niko Niko Doga (Japanese video sharing services) and
YouTube in order to support the users in finding candidates for
videos to watch next. Musical pieces have mutual relationships
in terms of resemblance and derivation and even reflect the
human relationships of composers. Songrium focuses on the
fact that we usually find new music videos on the web through
such relationships. Songrium’s planet view analyzes the sounds
of the videos and visualizes the relationships among songs,
type of music, number of views, and the like.
Although the design of visualization on Songrium is novel,
the system is useful only for finding the next video to watch
and not for reflecting on the viewing history. In addition, the
target of visualization is limited to music content. However,
we incorporated into rewind, Songrium’s design concept of
giving plausible meaning to the position of videos.
D. Visualization of Other Kinds of Large Collection
Effective visualization of large photo collection has been
an active topic in information visualization (e.g [6] [7]).
Visualization of personal document archives has also been
discussed (e.g. [8]). Most of them give specific meanings to
axes of 2D or 3D space. We integrated the concept into the
design of rewind.
III. REWIND
In this section, after specifying the analysis task of rewind
and what kind of data rewind takes as input, we provide detailed explanations of the two specific types of view on rewind:
MapView and TubeView, as well as rewind’s functions for
visual exploration. Second, we present how rewind supports
the creation of visual mementos. Finally, we introduce an attempt to enhance rewind by engaged visualization, specifically,
displaying TubeView in an immersive 3D environment.

A. Analysis Task and Input Data
The analysis task of rewind is for a single individual to find
his/her temporal changes of interest.
The input to rewind is an HTML file of YouTube watch
history, which can be extracted through Google’s My Activity.
This HTML file includes the title, video ID, date watched,
and channel ID of all videos from the day when the Google
account was created. Once the data has been uploaded, rewind
downloads thumbnails in real time using YouTube’s API and
presents them on its views.

Fig. 3. Thumbnail placement in TubeView.

B. MapView
Figure 2 (b) is a screenshot of MapView, which focuses
on reminding users of their temporal changes of interest by
drawing the movement in a video content map. In MapView,
the position of a thumbnail is determined by the similarity
of the content of videos. Videos with more similar content
are located closer to one another. This design choice is based
on the concept of proximity from Gestalt Principles, which
suggests that similar content should come close to each other.
To this end, in rewind, firstly thumbnails of videos from
the same YouTube channel form a cluster because in many
cases, the content of videos from the same channel is similar.
The content similarity of YouTube channels is analyzed using
the Microsoft Computer Vision API. We give thumbnails to the
Microsoft Computer Vision API, which tags each image. Then
we put all of the tags together for each channel. By applying
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [9] to the tags, the position
of a channel is decided in 15D space, which is then embedded
into 2D space by t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding
(t-SNE) [10].
The size of a thumbnail grows in proportion to the number
of viewings. Thumbnails of videos are connected with directed
links in viewing order. Each directed link is color-coded
according to the average watch date of the two connected
videos, and the color changes from red to blue as the viewing
date becomes more recent. Users are allowed to move each
thumbnail to see overlapped thumbnails. This design enables
users to look back on their video viewing history as if they
were seeing the trajectory of their movement in a map.
Rewind is provided with visual exploration functions according to Shneiderman’s Visual Information Seeking Mantra
[11]. When the number of thumbnails in a view is large, the
view gets intricate, and it becomes difficult for the users to gain
insights from the visualization. Therefore, after showing the
overview of viewing history, rewind allows them to select the
period of the history to visualize (zooming and filtering). When
users want to check detailed information about a specific video
or play the video instantly, inspector window will support that
(details on demand). Inspector window is on the right side of
the rewind interface, as shown in Figure 2 (b).
C. TubeView
Figure 2 (c) is a screenshot of TubeView. Thumbnails
of videos of channels that the users watch frequently are
put near the depth axis, and those of channels that they do

not watch regularly are placed far from the depth axis, as
shown in Figure 3. As with MapView, the larger the number
of viewings becomes, the bigger the thumbnail becomes. In
TubeView, moving into the back turns back the users’ clock.
Thumbnails are placed according to their viewing date. This
is our common way of grasping the past: past events are away
from our currently standing position. Thumbnails of videos are
connected with color-coded directed links in a similar way as
in MapView. The users can move the camera freely along the
time direction just by scrolling the mouse. They can freely
switch the projection type from perspective to orthographic in
order to properly compare the size of thumbnails with each
other independently of the depth position.
The users also can take advantage of the visual analysis
functions in TubeView. They are able to select the period of
viewing history to visualize (zooming) and filter the presented
thumbnails by changing their opacity according to the distance
from the center axis (filtering). The users can examine detailed
information in the inspector window on the right side of the
rewind interface, as shown in Figure 2 (c) (details on demand).
TubeView relies on the perspective projection to intuitively
show the context of viewings. TubeView also exploits the
depth axis to remind the users of the time intervals of each
view and reveals which videos were viewed with consistent
interest over an extended period and which videos were
watched with temporal interest.
D. Applying Immersive Analytics
In order to enhance rewind’s capability for supporting
users’ self-reflection, we constructed an immersive analytics
environment with a 3D stereoscopic display of TubeView. An
emerging method in [12] enables the viewer to easily perceive
a 3D pop-up effect with the naked eye, using only two standard
display monitors that are orthogonally arranged and a single
Web camera [12], as shown in Figure 4.
What produces such an effect lies primarily in the psychological factors of depth perception through anamorphosis
and motion parallax. In anamorphosis, the distorted projection
needs a viewer to occupy a specific vantage point so as to
reconstitute the intended image. Such a constraint can be
uncurbed by keeping track of the viewer’s line of sight in real
time. By combining this with repeated off-axis projections of
3D geometry content enhanced with spotlight rendering, we
were able to induce a sort of motion parallax. Stable good
continuation of the projected content guarantees an illusion of

of visualization on rewind, MapView (2D) and Tube View
(3D), visualize the YouTube video viewing history of a single
user and give plausible meanings to the size and position of
thumbnails and the directed links between them. We further
employed an anamorphosis-based, naked-eye 3D display technique in order for Tube View to build an immersive environment for facilitating self-reflection. Rewind also provides
the functionalities necessary for a visual memento creation
tool: expressing subjectivity toward the past and sharing visual
mementos with others while hiding sensitive information.
Our future work is summarized as follows.
Fig. 4. TubeView in an immersive display environment.

(a) Before changing

(b) After changing

Fig. 5. Changing the size and position of thumbnails according to the users’
subjective interpretation of past.

A. Improving MapView
In the current version of MapView, as the number of thumbnails increases, many thumbnails lie one upon another, making
the view too intricate to overview the data. To ameliorate
this, we are considering exhibiting representative images of
similar videos, instead of showing all thumbnails, depending
on the number of thumbnails in the view and level of detail
that the users prefer. In addition, there are various ways to
analyze video content and put thumbnails based on the content
similarity. Among many tools for video content analysis, the
method employed in the current version of rewind cannot be
argued to be the best. The current parameters’ settings for
LDA and t-SNE have not been empirically optimized either.
We will hence improve the quality of the analysis.

immersion for encouraging immersive self-reflection on the
viewer’s own web video viewing experiences. The naked-eye
3D display is just for a single viewer in principle but goes well
with rewind because a single user looks back on his/her past
by himself/herself. Rewind enables other people to see one’s
TubeView immersively on the naked-eye 3D display, with an
assumption that the data of TubeView is transmitted to their
rewind.

B. Creating New Views

E. Designs for Creating Visual Mementos
A: Expressing subjectivity. Thudt et al. [1] argued that
expression of subjectivity by changing the mapping result is
necessary for the creation of visual mementos. In rewind, users
can change the relative size and position of a thumbnail freely
to bring the representation closer to their subjective impression
and personal interpretation of the past, as shown in Figure 5.
B: Sharing mementos with others. According to the design
challenge of visual mementos identified by Thudt et al. [1],
users should be able to share their mementos with other
people, while obscuring sensitive information. In rewind, users
can eliminate the thumbnails they prefer not to share. They can
save the changed view in the original format, to share it with
others as their visual memento.

The evaluation of the rewind system remains to be done.
We have to compare rewind with the standard watch history
interface used in the common online video services as in
Figure 1 and evaluate how much our proposed views can
be differentiated from the standard watch history interface in
terms of supporting people’s self-reflection on watch history.

IV. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, inspired by previous research on the creation
of visual memento [1], we presented a new system named
rewind, through which users can create visual mementos
of their web video viewing history to reminisce about and
share their own web video viewing experiences. Two kinds

There are still many more design possibilities to be developed in addition to MapView and TubeView. We will
continue focusing on more plausible mapping designs suited
for reminiscing about experiences of viewing many videos on
the web.
C. Evaluation of Usability

D. Creating Visual Memento from Digital Legacy
Digital legacy management is a critical issue of today
[13]. If we develop visualization techniques to create visual
memento from lifelog data, it can be applied to the digital
legacy of the deceased. In other words, visual mementos can
take its advantage of expressing one’s life experiences so that
the life of people who passed away can be remembered forever
as long as someone keeps the mementos. This is, we consider,
a big potential of information visualization.
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